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FlixBus inaugurates Breda’s new international bus stop 

 
+ FlixBus will inaugurate Breda’s overhauled International Bus Stop on April 25 
+ The new facilities will add comfort and convenience for the international travelers waiting for 
their bus. 
+ The first ride will be on the Amsterdam <> Paris line 
+ Breda’s Deputy Mayor responsible for mobility will inaugurate the line upon its stop in Breda 
 
Amsterdam, 22/04/2022 – Global mobility provider Flixbus will have the honor on April 25 of 
being the first commercial bus company going through the brand-new international bus stop area 
at Breda Stationslaan, by the city’s Central Station. The bus station that has been undergoing a 
complete a makeover over the last years will be inaugurate by Daan Quaars, Breda’s Deputy Mayor 
responsible for mobility.  
 
Amsterdam <> Breda <> Ghent <> Paris to start with 
 
The FlixBus line connecting Amsterdam to Paris will be the first to drive through Breda’s new bus 
stop at 10:30am, with a departure planned at 10:35am. 
 
A renovated bus station to develop Breda’s attractivity   
 
The new bus stop infrastructure was designed by the architecture firm Koen van Velsen. Mr. van 
Velsen is also the architect of the Breda Central Public Transport Terminal, which was officially 
opened in September 2016. The modernized zone is an attractive showpiece for Breda. It will 
feature comfortable amenities and modern information panels for travelers to feel at ease while 
waiting for their bus to enter the station. 
 
Overs the years, Breda’s station has grown into an important hub between major cities within the 
Netherlands and connecting various countries. Flixbus operates up to 8 lines every day from 
Breda. Among some of the most popular destinations from Breda feature Paris | Brussels | Ghent 
| Lille | Antwerp 
 
Opening ceremony 
 
Daan Quaars, Breda’s Deputy Mayor responsible for mobility will be hosting a small opening 
ceremony from 10:30 am to 11am at the station. 
 
If you wish to meet with FlixBus representatives on site, you can contact: 
Arthur Kamminga, Expert Authorizations, Public Affairs and Legal Benelux:  
arthur.kamminga@flixbus.com ; +31 (0)6 2850 0735 
 
Fokke Wim Velthuijsen, Head of Development FlixBus Benelux: « We are really excited about this 

new international bus stop. Stations are the first step of their ride with FlixBus for our customers, 

so we attach a great importance to their comfort and convenience. Breda’s new infrastructure seems 
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to be state of the art and we are very honored to be inaugurating it. The city is an important hub for 

us at the confluence of many major countries in which FlixBus operates ».   

 
*** 

 
About FlixMobility 
 
FlixMobility is pioneering the public transport sector by offering climate-friendly alternatives for 
convenient and affordable travel via the FlixBus and FlixTrain brands. Thanks to a unique business 
model and innovative technology, FlixMobility has quickly established Europe’s largest long-
distance bus network and swiftly moved on to a global expansion including the United States and 
Brazil. As a trailblazer for sustainable traffic FlixMobility operated the first green long-distance 
trains in 2018, initiated a pilot project for all-electric long-distance buses in 2018 and launched EU’s 
first biogas-powered long-distance buses in 2021. 
 
While FlixMobility handles technology development, network planning, operations control, 
marketing and sales, quality management and continuous product expansion, trusted Flix-partners 
maintain the daily route operations. The unique combination of technology start-up, e-commerce 
platform and classic transport company has positioned FlixMobility as a leader against major 
international corporations, permanently changing the global mobility landscape. 
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